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Trust me, do not buy this game unless you are rich and have money to burn for like 1-2 hours of fun. Its getting boring, there
isnt the custom song or mods capability, its repetetive and gets boring, you realize how shallow it becomes, sure its sometimes

fun, but then quickly bores you, i wouldnt recommand. maybe if the game was 5-10 but not 20 buy on sale trust me.. Maybe i'm
just rubbish at mixing music, but I found this boring and rather un-intuitive. I understand that this is not meant to be a full

fledged music software like ableton, but i expected fun, on which it did not deliver. I refunded it.. This is less of a game and
more of a way too feel cool. It (for me) lies between the coolness factor of "The first time I played superhot" and "That one part
of half life 2 where you get the gravity gun supercharged in the citadel and it turns blue" although those are both good games as

well and not just a way to slightly change songs but making yourself feel like a musical genius in the meantime.. Jamming
together with a friend is really an experience, it's very well made. Very polished and a good selection of songs together with an
ingenious "Music Reality Engine" that makes everything you do sound great even if you are not a real musician makes this a

gem! It just needs more recognition, the game deserves it.
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